C hromosome pairing and synapsis during meiotic prophase requires the formation and repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) by the topoisomerase-like enzyme SPO11. Chromosomes, or chromosomal regions, that lack a pairing partner, such as the largely heterologous X and Y chromosomes, show delayed meiotic DSB repair and are transcriptionally silenced. Herein, we review meiosis-specific aspects of DSB repair in relation to homology recognition and meiotic silencing of heterologous regions. We propose a dynamic interplay between progression of synapsis and persistent meiotic DSBs. Signaling from these persistent breaks could inhibit heterologous synapsis and stimulate meiotic silencing of the X and Y chromosomes.
Introduction
Sexual reproduction requires the formation of specialized germ cells by meiosis. Meiosis consists of two rounds of cell division, preceded by a single phase of DNA replication. The first meiotic division (MI) is preceded by a special and prolonged prophase, during which homologous chromosomes align and pair. In many species, including yeast and mammals, homologous chromosome pairing requires formation and repair of meiosis-specific DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). In somatic cells, DSBs may arise due to exogenous and endogenous DNA damage. It is evident that correct repair of DSBs is essential for the maintenance of genome integrity. This is important for cells undergoing mitosis, but it is even more important for germ cells because, upon formation of the zygote, the combination of two parental germ cell genomes forms the basis for a new individual. Therefore, it appears counterintuitive for a cell to generate DSBs on purpose upon entrance into meiosis. In yeast and mouse, the formation and repair of meiotic DSBs, leading to the formation of crossovers (exchange of chromatid arms between homologs) and noncrossovers, is directly required for proper pairing, synapsis and the segregation of homologous chromosomes during the first meiotic division. However, in some species, meiotic DSBs are absent in one sex (e.g., D. melanogaster males) or occur only after completion of chromosome pairing (e.g., C. elegans). In this Point of View we evaluate what is currently known about the differences in DSB repair in mammalian mitotic and meiotic cells and relate this to the ongoing process of homologous chromosome pairing. Next, we discuss how meiotic DSB-repair may be linked to the transcriptional silencing of nonhomologous regions during meiosis that occurs for example for the largely heterologous X and Y chromosome.
reaction releases a SPO11-coupled oligonucleotide. The MRN complex plays an important role in this reaction. This complex is known to be involved in early steps of DSB repair in somatic cells, and consists of MRE11, RAD50 and a third, less conserved subunit named NBS1 in mammals. MRE11 contains a nuclease domain, but another nuclease that is activated by MRE11, named CtIP, most likely performs the cleavage reaction. End-resection then leads to the formation of long 3' single strand DNA (ssDNA) tails on each end of the break. [22] [23] [24] [25] Recognition of meiotic DSBs and formation of the RAD51/DMC1 protein filament. In order for breaks to be repaired, they need to be recognized first. The above mentioned MRN complex is most likely involved in sensing the presence of a DSB, both in mitotic and meiotic cells (reviewed in ref. 26) . When the MRN complex binds a DSB, it immediately recruits a special kinase named ATM, that is essential for activation of DNA repair checkpoints and for the phosphorylation of H2AX at serine 139, forming γH2AX 27 ( Fig. 1B) . In addition, ATM phosophorylates downstream components of the checkpoint pathway, and also the MRN complex itself. 28, 29 In mitotic cells, these recognized DSBs may be repaired either through the non-homologous end-joining pathway (NHEJ) or via homologous recombination (HR). In meiotic cells, the inaccurate NHEJ process is repressed, 30 leaving HR as the only available pathway for repair. HR may lead to the formation of crossovers, and these are instrumental during the first meiotic metaphase, when sister chromatid cohesion and crossovers keep the homologs attached until loss of sister chromatid cohesion along chromosome arms allows separation of the chromosomes. In mouse and man only a small minority of the DSBs lead to the formation of crossovers, but each chromosome pair has at least one (obligate) crossover. Repair of most meiotic DSBs leads to socalled gene conversions or noncrossovers (Fig. 1C) .
During HR in mitotic cells, the processed 3' ssDNA ends are first loaded by the ssDNA-binding heterotrimeric protein RPA. RPA is then replaced by RAD51, with the aid of mediators such as also important for correct homologous chromosome pairing and crossover formation. [12] [13] [14] For example, in male Sycp3 knockout mice, many chromosomes remain asynapsed or show heterologous synapsis, and the spermatocytes become apoptotic around the developmental phase that corresponds to midpachytene in wild type, the stage at which all autosomal chromosomes should have achieved complete synapsis. 12 Many mutants that have pairing and DSB repair abnormalities, show asynapsis at pachytene, resulting in apoptosis around this stage. This is most likely due to the existence of a midpachytene checkpoint linked to the synaptic stage of the chromosomes. 15 In contrast, in Sycp3 -/-females, meiosis is not fully blocked, but many oocytes are lost during the first week of postnatal follicle development, and the ones that survive cause a high frequency of (maternal origin) aneuploidy in embryos following ovulation and fertilization. 16 The sex-difference in severity of the meiotic phenotype of this mutant is illustrative for many knockout models of genes involved in meiosis 17 and this is thought to be due at least in part to a sex-differential regulation of checkpoints.
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Induction and Repair of Meiotic DSBs
Meiotic DSBs are induced by the topoisomerase II-like enzyme SPO11 and the gene encoding this enzyme is conserved from yeast to worm, flies and mammals. In yeast and mammals, SPO11 is loaded on the chromatin during the final premeiotic S-phase, and disturbance of DNA replication affects meiotic DSB formation in yeast. 19 The DSBs are formed after the final S-phase and depend on several accessory factors that may help to localize and activate SPO11 (reviewed in ref. 20) . Meiotic DSBs are not distributed at random in the genome but concentrate in so-called hotspots. Recent evidence indicates that histone modifications such as H3K4 trimethylation are involved in creating the chromatin environment that forms a hotspot.
21 SPO11 functions as a dimer, and one molecule remains covalently attached to each DSB end upon generation of the break (reviewed in ref. 20) . Subsequently, an endonuclease SC consists of axial elements along the chromosomal axes of each homolog, and a central connecting element (Fig. 1A) . Chromatin loops protrude from the lateral elements. Prior to synapsis, the lateral elements are called axial elements. Formation of the central element is defined as the achievement of synapsis. During diplotene, the SC is gradually disassembled.
The role of the bouquet configuration and meiotic DSB repair. In budding yeast, the designated initiation sites of synapsis appear to colocalize with designated crossover sites. 1 However, in mammals this may not be the case, since cytological observations have indicated that synapsis proceeds from the telomeric ends of the paired homologous chromosomes in humans. 2 Telomeres function during the initial phase of chromosome pairing in both yeast and mammals. During this phase, all telomeres cluster on the nuclear membrane, while the chromosomal arms loop towards the center of the nucleus, forming the transient bouquet stage. The formation of this configuration and the associated chromosomal movements are essential for correct chromosome pairing. 3 However, the formation and repair of meiotic DSBs is also essential to achieve synapsis, as evidenced by the severe chromosome pairing abnormalities that are observed in mice that lack the enzyme (SPO11) that induces the meiotic DSBs, and in mice that carry mutations in (meiotic) DSB-repair genes such as Dmc1 and Rad51C (see below).
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The role of components of the SC. The repair of meiotic DSBs in yeast, mouse and man is accompanied by progression of synapsis. Synapsis critically depends on the central element and transverse filaments of the SC. At present, SYCP1, SYCE1, SYCE2 and TEX12 are known components of this structure that connects the two axial elements that have been formed along the axes of the homologous chromosomes (Fig. 1A , reviewed in ref. 7) . Knockout of each of these genes leads to very similar synaptic defects; the chromosomes align but fail to synapse, and meiotic DSB repair is stalled. [8] [9] [10] [11] The axial/lateral elements, known to contain SYCP2, SYCP3 and the meiosisspecific cohesin complex-which keeps the sister chromatids tied together-are by the meiosis-specific Hop2/Mnd1 complex. 49 DMC1 and HOP2 homologs have also been identified in mouse, 50, 51 and both are required for repair of meiotic DSBs and homologous chromosome pairing, indicating that the functions of these proteins may be conserved from yeast to mouse. 6, 51 In mouse, two RAD54 homologs have been identified, 52 but although these proteins are required for homologous recombination in somatic cells, neither one is required for the formation of crossovers. 53, 54 This indicates that meiotic DSB repair proceeds normally. Still, in mice deficient for these RAD54 homologs, a few RAD51 foci persist, and RAD51 forms large aggregates in pachytene and diplotene nuclei. This indicates that RAD54 may play a minor role in meiotic recombination in mouse, or perhaps it is only involved in repair of a small subset of the breaks that follow a distinct repair pathway. Taking the yeast data into account, that indicate that repression of RAD54-RAD51 interaction prevents sister-directed repair and thereby stimulates the interhomolog bias, it is tempting to speculate that RAD54 may function at the minority of sites that still use the sister-chromatid as a template for repair.
Formation of crossovers and noncrossovers. Upon strand invasion of one of the two sister chromatids of the homologous chromosome, a brief phase of DNA synthesis along the intact template follows. Subsequently, the invaded strand may be released, and the extended ssDNA can then re-anneal to the other ssDNA end of the DSB. Repair along this pathway, called synthesis-dependent strand annealing (SDSA), leads to gene conversion events, whereby only a relatively short DMC1 loading, 41 and the RAD51 paralogue RAD51C, and a novel testis-specific protein named TEX15, are also required for this process. 4, 38, 42 The number of RAD51 foci that can be observed in leptotene nuclei has been used to estimate the number of meiotic DSBs to be around 250-300.
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Interhomolog bias. Upon formation of the RAD51/DMC1 filament, the coated ssDNA will initiate a search for homology. In mitotic cells, the sister chromatid is the preferred template for repair. However, in meiotic cells, repair via the sister chromatid is somehow repressed, and invasion of one of the chromatids of the homologous chromosome is stimulated. A meiosisspecific kinase named Mek1 that localizes to the chromosomal axes in yeast, plays a crucial role in mediating this so-called interhomolog bias. 44 Recent data indicate that Mek1 achieves this function at least in part via phosphorylation of the DNA repair protein Rad54. 45 This protein interacts with Rad51 and is important for strand invasion and homologous recombination repair with the sister chromatid in mitotic cells. Phosphorylation of Rad54 by Mek-1 inhibits the interaction of Rad54 with Rad51, and this may help to direct repair to the homolog. 45 Another meiosis-specific protein, Hed1, also binds to Rad51 and inhibits its interaction with Rad54. 46 Activation of the Mek-1 kinase requires the function of two components of the axial/lateral elements of the SC; Hop1 and Red1. 44, 47 In budding yeast, a meiosis-specific Rad54 homolog, named Rdh54 acts together with Dmc1 to stimulate the use of the homologous chromosome as a template for repair, 48 and this process is aided RAD52 and the breast cancer related protein 2 (BRCA2). 31 RAD51 forms a protein filament on the DNA that is required for the homology search. In meiotic cells, however, RPA foci have been reported to appear in zygotene, which is after the formation of RAD51 foci in leptotene. 32, 33 Also in oocytes, RAD51 foci formation precedes the appearance of visible RPA foci. 34 Thus, RAD51 and RPA seem to accumulate in reversed order on meiotic DSBs, as compared to DSBs in somatic cells. However, it has been suggested that RPA may be present on processed meiotic DSBs before RAD51 accumulates, but only transiently, and therefore not detected by immunocytology. 35, 36 In accordance with this suggestion, mouse mutants with impaired loading of RAD51 and its meiosis-specific paralogue DMC1, display RPA foci in high abundance on leptotene and zygotene spermatocytes. 4, 37, 38 Our own observations, using a RPA antibody that is directed against the two largest subunits of human RPA, 39 indicate that RPA foci appear concomitant with RAD51 in mouse spermatocytes (Fig. 1D) . Partial colocalization of RPA and RAD51/ DMC1 on meiotic DSB repair sites during pachytene indicates that RPA may also function at this later stage. Perhaps RPA and RAD51 filament formation dynamically switches on ssDNA depending on the types of recombination intermediates that are formed. RAD51 and its meiosis-specific paralogue DMC1 appear to colocalize at meiotic DSBs in mouse spermatocytes, and their loading does not require RAD52, 40 but in the absence of BRCA2, the loading of RAD51/ DMC1 was severely reduced. 37 BRCA1 performs a similar function in RAD51/ Figure 1 (See previous page). Homologous chromosome pairing and meiotic DSB repair. (A) Schematic drawing of the synaptonemal complex and associated chromatin in pachytene. the SC consists of lateral elements (light green) that form along the bases of the protruding chromatin loops (red and blue). the homologs are connected via the transversal and central elements of the SC (dark green). Sister chromatids are connected via cohesion rings (grey). Cohesin is enriched at the bases of the chromatin loops. SPo11 and associated proteins mediate the formation of DSBs that are repaired in association with the (axial components of the) SC. (B) Schematic drawing of the initiation of meiotic DSB repair. Upon formation of a meiotic DSB, the site of the break is recognized by the MRn complex. this complex plays an essential role in the removal of SPo11, resection of the break, and the recruitment of the kinase AtM. this kinase phosphorylates histone H2AX in the chromatin surrounding the DSB. the long ssDnA tails that have been formed during resection are most likely bound by RPA, which is subsequently replaced by RAD51. this protein mediates the homology search. in theory, RAD51 filaments may invade homologous DnA on the sister chromatid, or on one of the two chromatids of the homologous chromosome. in meiosis, interactions with the sister chromatid are somehow repressed, and interaction with one of the chromatids of the homologous chromosome is stimulated. (C) Possible outcomes of HR repair of meiotic DSBs. Upon strand invasion, different subpathways of homologous recombination repair using the homologous chromosome as a repair template (1 + 2) (see main text) can lead to the formation of crossovers or noncrossovers (gene conversions). if repair occurs using the sister chromatid as a template (3), the original DnA sequence is restored. (D) Localization of RPA (green), SYCP3 (red) and DnA (blue DAPi staining) in spread leptotene, zygotene and pachytene mouse spermatocyte nuclei. nuclei were spread and immunostained with the indicated antibodies as described in ref. 81 . the anti RPA antibody is described in ref. 39. mediating post replication repair, which allows DNA replication to proceed in the presence of DNA damage. In addition, HR6B is required for ubiquitylation of H2B 64, 65 and most likely ubiquitylates many other substrates. Hr6b knockout male mice are infertile, associated with dysregulation of chromatin structure in meiotic and post-meiotic cells. 63, 66, 67 In late pachytene nuclei of these cells, the SCs are longer, and the number of MLH1 foci is 20% increased in comparison to controls, 63 but crossover interference is not affected. 68 It might be suggested that Hr6b knockout spermatocytes contain more spontaneous DSB sites that contribute to the increased crossover rates. However, irradiation does not lead to a further increase in the number of MLH1 foci in Hr6b knockouts, 63 implying that a reduced capacity to repair damage-induced breaks is not involved in mediating the increased crossover frequency. In yeast, mutation of the gene encoding the homolog of HR6B, Rad6, also affects the number of crossover sites, leading to increased as well as decreased frequencies of crossover formation depending on the chromosomal region. 69 This effect is most likely caused by a decrease in the ubiquitylation of H2B, which subsequently leads to a decrease in the level of H3K4 trimethylation, a chromatin mark that has been shown to be associated with hotspot formation. 21 In Hr6b knockout spermatocytes, the overall levels of H2B ubiquitylation and H3K4 trimethylation are not changed. 67 However, the regulation of several other histone modifications is disturbed, 67 indicating that changes in chromosome structure may be involved in mediating the enhanced recombination frequency in Hr6b knockout spermatocytes. Recent data have shown that in, C. elegans, a species in which pairing precedes recombination, chromatin condensing complexes regulate meiotic DSB distribution, directly implicating higher order chromosome structure in the regulation of meiotic DSB formation and repair. 70 
Detection and Silencing of Nonhomologous Regions
Homologous versus heterologous synapsis. In order to ensure that complete genome sets are separated during the metaphasenumber of crossover sites correlates to the length of the SC. This indicates that there is a complex functional interplay between the formation and processing of meiotic DSBs and the structure of the chromosomes. It is not clear what the molecular basis of crossover interference is in mammals. De Boer et al. 59 have shown that two levels of interference exist in mouse spermatocytes. A first level is observed in socalled early recombination foci-most of these will be processed as noncrossoversin late zygotene/early pachytene; a second level is clear among crossovers marked by MLH1 in mid-to-late pachytene. 59 The crossover pathway that is mediated by MUS81 appears to lack interference. 57 Recently, the ATM kinase that is required for γH2AX formation upon induction of the meiotic DSBs, was found to play a role in the regulation of crossover numbers and interference. 60 Interestingly, ATM deficiency had both crossover stimulating and inhibiting effects; the formation of the obligate crossover between X and Y was reduced, whereas the total number of MLH1 foci was increased with 13%. In addition, crossover interference was mildly affected. These effects were associated with defects in chromosomal axis structure, providing further proof that meiotic recombination and axial chromosome structure are intimately related. 60 ATM activation requires the function of the MRN complex, and hypomorphic mutations in components of this complex also resulted in an increased crossover frequency, although the effect was smaller (8% increase) compared to what was observed in ATM deficient spermatocytes. 61 These data indicate that ATM may perform multiple functions in meiotic DSB processing, and in propagation of the interference signal. Alternatively, or in addition, a compensating increase in the activity of the related kinase ATR on the ATM null background may regulate types and frequencies of crossover events, possibly through phosphorylation of RPA, since this modification plays a role in crossover control in yeast. 62 The most outspoken change in crossover frequency is observed in mice that are deficient for the ubiquitin conjugating enzyme HR6B.
63 HR6B, and the closely related enzyme HR6A, are involved in stretch of DNA (approximately 200 bp-2 Kb) is exchanged between homologs. 55 Alternatively, the second processed end of the DSB may be captured, and a doubleholliday junction may be formed. Such a double-holliday junction may be resolved by specific enzymes in two ways, leading to either crossovers or noncrossovers (gene conversions) (reviewed in ref. 56) (Fig. 1B  and C) . Most meiotic DSBs are thought to be repaired via de SDSA pathway, leaving only a small subset-approximately 5-10% -that will be repaired via the formation double-holliday junctions, and these may mostly generate crossovers.
Many proteins known to be involved in DSB-repair in somatic cells are required for the repair of meiotic DSBs, but the major pathway of crossover formation has a special requirement for proteins involved in DNA mismatch repair. In somatic cells, DNA mismatch repair removes mismatched nucleotides that may be formed during DNA replication. In meiotic DSB repair, mismatches will occur when the repair template of the homologous chromosome is not identical to the damaged strand of the other chromosome. In mutants for the gene encoding the mismatch repair protein MLH1, chromosome pairing and synapsis occur normally, indicating that the DSBs that are converted to noncrossovers are normally repaired, but crossovers hardly form, and the spermatocytes undergo apoptosis during metaphase, because all chromosomes are univalent. In mice, a small number of crossovers (the remaining ones in Mlh1 knockout spermatocytes) may be formed by a different pathway that does not require the meiosisspecific mismatch repair proteins. 57 In this pathway, the endonuclease MUS81 cleaves recombination intermediates that are most likely formed just prior to double holliday junction formation and this cleavage exclusively yields crossovers.
The number and distribution of crossovers are tightly regulated. A special mechanism ensures that each chromosome pair contains at least one crossover, and crossover interference reduces the likelihood of two crossovers occurring in close proximity to each other. The total number of crossovers varies somewhat between different mouse strains and between males and females. Kleckner et al. 58 reported that the body chromatin accumulates methylated H3K9, which persists and remains present in spermatids. 85 During postmeitotic spermatid development, the X and Y appear to remain globally repressed although a selected set of single-and multi-copy genes is (re)expressed. 84, [95] [96] [97] Recently, Cocquet et al. 98 showed that the multicopy gene Sly is specifically required for the maintenance of postmeiotic X chromosome repression. In addition to SLY, the above-mentioned ubiquitin conjugating enzyme HR6B is also required for the maintenance of meiotic and postmeiotic sex chromosome inactivation.
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Recruitment of specific checkpoint and repair proteins to persistent DSBs at the XY body. Chromosomes or chromosomal regions without a pairing partner can only repair their meiotic DSBs (in these regions) through recombination with the sister chromatid or via NHEJ. Since both these pathways appear to be repressed during early meiotic prophase, meiotic DSBs in such regions may remain unrepaired. Indeed, persistent RAD51 foci are observed along the unsynapsed arm of the X chromosome in spermatocytes. 43 Surprisingly, these are only rarely observed along the unsynapsed part of the Y, suggesting that SPO11 generates only a few breaks in this region of the Y. RNA-FISH analyses have provided indications that the Y chromosome is already largely inactive in mouse spermatogonia, and a heterochromatic chromatin structure encompassing most of the Y chromosome may interfere with access of SPO11 to the DNA. 97 The initial formation of RAD51 foci on all chromatin is accompanied by ATM induced phosphorylation of H2AX on surrounding chromatin. 99 However, ATM appears to be gradually replaced by ATR. 99 At DSB sites in somatic cells, ATM recruits ATR to these sites via phosphorylation of the ATR activator TOPBP1 (reviewed in ref. 100) . ATR is partially redundant to ATM in somatic cells, although distinct functions have also been described, for example in activation of the downstream kinases CHK1 and CHK2, respectively (reviewed in ref. 100 ). In general, ATM appears to be rapidly recruited to DSB sites, followed by later accumulation of ATR. Conversely, large 13 1 bivalent. The small translocation bivalent shows complete synapsis in only 40% of the nuclei, whereas the larger bivalent is completely synapsed in more then 95% of the nuclei. 80, 81 Such heterologous synapsis is thought to occur via synaptic adjustment, which most likely involves adjustment of chromatin loop length to obtain equalization of chromosomal axes between heterologous regions with a difference in length.
Meiotic sex chromosome inactivation. Already in 1965, Monesi described that the X and Y chromosome show reduced incorporation of tritiated uridine, compared to autosomes in pachytene spermatocytes, 82 providing the first indications for the meiotic inactivation of the sex chromosomes (MSCI). In addition, it was noted that the X and Y form a more or less separate "body" in the periphery of the nucleus, named sex body or XY body. This transcriptionally silenced XY body chromatin is marked by several histone modifications and associated proteins. 67, [83] [84] [85] The most well known histone modification that marks the XY body from late zygotene onwards is γH2AX, the general marker of DSBs. 86 In mice that lack H2AX, the XY body is not formed. 87 Two other modifications that mark the XY body are generally associated with transcriptional silencing but also detected at sites of DSB repair. These are H2AK119 ubiquitylation and sumoylation of chromatin components. 88, 89 H2AK119 ubiquitylation is a relatively late (taking approximately 10-20 min before maximal levels are achieved) marker of DSB repair in mitotic cells. 90, 91 H2A is ubiquitylated by the E3 ligases RNF8 and RNF168. [90] [91] [92] RNF8 recruitment depends on MDC1 90, 91, 93 and precedes RNF168 that is subsequently recruited by the ubiquitylated H2A generated by RNF8. 92 Sumoylation of H2A.Z is associated with the presence of persistent DSBs in yeast. 94 Surprisingly, both these modifications do not mark the meiotic DSBs in leptotene and zygotene nuclei.
The chromatin of the XY body is completely reorganized around midpachytene, when all nucleosomes are replaced, as visualized by the complete disappearance of the replication associated H3.1 variant. 85 Hereafter, during mid-to-late pachytene and diplotene, XY to-anaphase I transition, pairing between nonhomologous chromosomes needs to be prevented. In the worm C. elegans, chromosome movement and attachment of so-called pairing centers to the nuclear envelope, play important roles in verifying homology before synapsis proceeds. 71, 72 In mouse, disruption of telomere attachment during meiotic prophase through targeted disruption of the Sun1 gene also interferes with chromosome synapsis and meiotic DSB repair, but nonhomologous synapsis is still prevented. 3 In contrast to mammals, worms synapse homologous chromosomes before meiotic recombination is initiated, and therefore basic aspects of homology recognition may differ between worms and mammals. 73 In the absence of meiotic DSBs, in Spo11 knockout mice, nonhomologous synapsis is observed, in addition to asynapsis. 74, 75 Thus, ongoing meiotic DSB repair, or repair-associated signaling, may inhibit nonhomologous synapsis. Still, when DSB repair is stalled in certain mutant mouse models, nonhomologous synapsis also occurs, indicating that these incompletely repaired DSBs cannot completely prevent heterologous synapsis. 6, [76] [77] [78] The X and Y chromosome are largely heterologous, and during midpachytene in mouse, synapsis is observed only along the short homologous pseudoautosomal regions, the rest of the chromosomal arms remains unsynapsed. Interestingly, during early pachytene, XY synapsis appears to include nonhomologous regions, since the Y has been observed to synapse with X along almost 90% of its length at this stage. 79 Apparently, this is a transient state, and this observation indicates that progression of synapsis may be dynamic, allowing desynapsis when an unknown control mechanism detects absence of homology. For the XY pair, this mechanism appears to be efficient, since persistent heterologous synapsis between X and Y is not observed.
Variable heterologous synapsis is detected when specific translocations cause a pairing problem. For example, in mice carrying two similar but not identical translocations between chromosome 1 and chromosome 13, a heterologous region of approximately 40 Mb is present on both the small 1 13 bivalent and the DSB repair pathway. This could explain why γH2AX is not formed on XY chromatin in Brca1 mutant mouse spermatocytes. The occasional normal XY body formation in Brca1 mutant spermatocytes may occur in cells that manage to repair the (majority) of meiotic DSBs despite the lack of normally functional BRCA1. In this scenario, BRCA1 would not necessarily be upstream of ATR/ATM recruitment in meiotic cells.
Could there be another factor involved in recruiting ATR to XY body chromatin? In somatic cells, recruitment of ATR requires its interaction partner ATRIP, which binds to RPA filaments. 115 In order to activate ATR, the 9-1-1 complex and TOPBP1 are most likely also required. It might thus be suggested that a similar sequence of events occurs at persistent DSBs along the heterologous part of X (and Y). TOPBP1 and at least one component of the 9-1-1 complex, RAD1, normally also accumulate on the XY body. 104, 106, 107 RPA-and damage-independent recruitment of ATR to chromatin in somatic cells has also been reported. For example CDC6, a protein required for replication initiation, may recruit ATR to stalled replication forks. 116 In a similar manner, a yet unknown meiosis-specific protein that specifically localizes to unsynapsed axes may recruit ATR independent of DSBrepair.
Transcriptional silencing of unsynapsed chromatin. When a homologous chromosome pair contains a large heterologous region, for example due to a translocation, such regions frequently remain unsynapsed. In analogy to MSCI, this also leads to transcriptional inactivation of this region during meiotic prophase, in males and females. 117, 118 Surprisingly, such heterologous regions sometimes display heterologous synapsis (through synaptic adjustment, see above), providing an escape from silencing. Due to the tight coupling between asynapsis and silencing, this mechanism has been named meiotic silencing of unsynapsed chromatin (MSUC). 119 MSCI and MSUC appear to be closely related; unsynapsed autosomal chromatin colocalizes with the XY body, and the presence of such silenced unsynapsed autosomal chromatin reduced the efficiency of XY body silencing. 120 In
DSBs that are rapidly repaired. This may be either because they are not expressed before these breaks are repaired (53BP1), or because their recruitment to meiotic DSBs is somehow prevented (RAD18, BLM, H2AK119ub1, sumoylation), possibly as part of the pathway that prevents recombination with the sister chromatid. Alternatively, or in addition, some of these proteins may accumulate slowly, and reach detectable levels only when repair is stalled, allowing more time to increase the local concentration. When meiotic DSB-repair is blocked, due to a genetic defect, MSCI usually cannot occur and appears to be inhibited. 5, 6, 8, 9, 37, 38, 51, 112 From these observations, and the fact that many DSB repair proteins accumulate on the XY body in wild type spermatocytes, it is clear that the DSB-repair pathway and MSCI/MSUC share limiting components. When meiotic DSBs are not formed at all, in the Spo11 knockout, a so-called pseudo sex body is formed on part of the unsynapsed chromatin in the zygotene-like nuclei. 99 This structure accumulates γH2AX, and is transcriptionally silenced. 113 These observations show that meiotic DSBs are not absolutely required for the formation of a XY body-like structure during meiotic prophase. However, since the pseudo-XY body forms on only part of the asynapsed chromatin, it also shows that asynapsis by itself is not enough to recruit ATR and trigger γH2AX formation.
Turner et al. 114 have previously shown that ATR and γH2AX do not accumulate on XY chromatin in mice that carry a hypomorphic mutation in the Brca1 gene. In addition, homologous chromosome pairing was severely affected. 114 In a small subfraction of the nuclei in these mutant mice, ATR and γH2AX did accumulate on X and Y and a normal XY body was formed. From these observations it was concluded that BRCA1 is required for the recruitment of ATR to XY body chromatin. Since BRCA1 is also required for proper repair of meiotic DSBs in mouse, as apparent from the multiple γH2AX foci that remain in the vast majority of Brca1 mutant nuclei, 114 it might also be suggested that these persistent meiotic DSBs inhibit MSCI, as occurs in many other spermatocytes carrying mutations in the ATR is primarily recruited to stalled replication forks, although ATM may also perform functions at these sites (reviewed in ref. 100) . In meiotic cells, ATR is first observed on a subset of the RAD51 foci in zygotene nuclei. 32, 101 Eventually, ATR concentrates along the unsynapsed chromosomal axes of the X and Y chromosome, concomitant with a second wave of γH2AX formation, which takes place selectively on X and Y chromatin, and initiates MSCI. This histone modification accumulates on X-and Y-chromosomal chromatin from late zygotene until late diplotene. In addition to RAD51/ DMC1, ATR and γH2AX, several other checkpoint and DSB-related proteins are known to accumulate specifically on the XY body. These include BRCA1, BRCA2, BLM, MDC1, TOPBP1, 53BP1 and RAD1. [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] The above-mentioned post replication repair enzyme HR6B and its E3 ligase partner RAD18 also accumulate on the XY body. 109 All of these proteins, except BLM, 53BP1 and the RAD18/ HR6A/B complex, also accumulate on the meiotic DSBs shortly after their formation in leptotene. This suggests that BLM, 53BP1 and the RAD18/HR6A/B complex are recruited to DSBs in somatic cells, but not to meiotic DSBs in leptotene and zygotene nuclei. Only when these breaks persist until pachytene, like on the XY body, these proteins are detected. For 53BP1 this apparently differential behaviour towards SPO-11 and damage-induced DSBs may simply be due to absence of this protein in leptotene and zygotene spermatocytes; irradiation-induced DSBs in these cells also do not recruit 53BP1. 108 For RAD18, the situation is different, since this protein does accumulate on irradiation-induced DSBs in leptotene and zygotene nuclei. For the BLM helicase, the situation is enigmatic. At DSBs in somatic cells, this protein accumulates within 10 seconds upon formation of the break, independent of ATM and NBS1. 110 Mutation of the Blm gene is embryonic lethal, 111 precluding direct analyses of the function of this gene in meiotic recombination.
Taking these data together, it appears that the stalled repair of meiotic DSBs on the unsynapsed arms of X (and Y) results in the accumulation of DSB-repair related proteins that do not respond to the meiotic addition, similar to the XY body, silenced autosomal unsynapsed chromatin retains DSB-repair markers. 81 When heterologous synapsis and escape from silencing occur, these DSB-repair markers do not persist at the heterologous regions.
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Meiotic Silencing Prior to Synapsis and DSB-Repair in Avian Species
In birds, males have a ZZ sex chromosome constitution, whereas females are ZW. During oogenesis in chicken, the largely heterologous Z and W chromosome reach a state of complete synapsis. 121 Previously, it was suggested that this might "save" the heterologous sex chromosomes from transcriptional silencing during the lengthy prophase in oocytes. 122 Like the X chromosome in mammals, the Z chromosome is gene-rich, and it is to be expected that prolonged silencing of the Z chromosome would be detrimental to oocytes. We wondered how meiotic recombination between Z and W could be prevented during synapsis, and reasoned that the avian system could be a good model to discriminate between the roles of chromosome synapsis and meiotic recombination in the process of meiotic silencing. Surprisingly, we found that the chicken W chromosome is silenced immediately upon entrance in meiotic prophase. 123 The Z chromosome appears to be normally transcribed during leptotene and zygotene. However, when Z and W synapse in pachytene, the Z chromosome is also transcriptionally silenced. During this phase, repair of meiotic DSBs on the Z chromosome appears to be postponed. This is based on the fact that no markers of DSB repair are detected on the synapsed ZW pair, but during ZW desynapsis, in late pachytene and early diplotene, the Z chromosome accumulates γH2AX, and RAD51 foci reappear. 123 Subsequently, repair is completed, γH2AX and RAD51 foci disappear and the Z chromosome is reactivated. More recently, we have also shown that the germ cell restricted single chromosome (GRC) that is present in zebra finch spermatocytes is also silenced upon entry into meiotic prophase. 124 Therefore, we have named this phenomenon meiotic silencing prior to synapsis (MSPS). We have proposed Figure 2 . Persistent meiotic DSBs homology recognition and transcriptional silencing of heterologous regions. SPo11-induced DSBs and the bouquet configuration of the chromosomes both contribute to the homology recognition process. numerous RAD51 foci in leptotene nuclei mark the intitiation of the homology search. if homology recognition occurs, DSB repair proceeds and this is coupled to stimulation of progression of SC formation in zygotene nuclei (and SC formation may also help to complete the DSB repair process), leading to the complete SC with few remaining RAD51 foci in diplotene. if homology recognition does not occur, the DSB persists, additional DSB repair proteins accumulate, and spread along the chromatin, and progression of SC formation is inhibited (and lack of SC formation also inhibits invasion of the homologous template). this is associated with the recruitment of AtR to asynapsed regions, which induces a second wave of γH2AX formation and transcriptional silencing. the balance between progression and inhibition of synapsis and DnA repair (black horizontal arrow) determines the final outcome in pachytene. the XY body in the pachytene nucleus is encircles. Spread mouse spermatocyte nuclei were stained with antibodies against RAD51 (green) and SYCP3 (red). the DnA was stained with DAPi (blue), with exception of the lower left and right images of synapsed autosomal chromosomes (left) and the XY body (right). Here, localization of γH2AX is shown in blue, and the DnA is not stained.
that MSCI in chickens involves spreading of heterochromatin from Z onto W. In a second phase, γH2AX formation may contribute to the maintenance of silencing of the Z chromosome until repair is completed. 123 These findings indicate that the initiation of MSPS in birds may be essentially different from the initiation of MSCI in mammals. In birds, this process is most likely independent of DSB repair and the final achievement of synapsis.
Concluding Remarks
Persistent DSBs, present in heterologous regions, inhibit synapsis and may stimulate MSUC 81 ( Fig. 2) . Progression of synapsis starting from homologous regions may generate a positive feedback system that facilitates synapsis further downstream. Such a system may overrule the inhibitory effect of DSBs that have not (yet) been repaired. This may even facilitate homology recognition at persistent DSBs that remain in regions that are actually homologous, because the chromosomes will be in permanent close proximity upon synapsis. In addition, repression of inter-sister repair may be relieved once synapsis has been accomplished.
Based upon the progressively decreasing size of the synapsed regions of X and Y during pachytene, the synapsis-inhibitory force on these chromosomes must be large enough to prevent heterologous synapsis and illegitimate recombination with almost 100% efficiency. For autosomal pairs that carry heterologous regions, the balance between synapsis promotion and inhibition may depend on the size of the homologous regions. Once synapsis has proceeded along a certain threshold length, it may proceed irrespective of the presence of persistent DSBs. Prevention of synapsis between X and Y also prevents completion of DSB-repair, most likely until the repression of intersister-recombination and/or the nonhomologous end-joining pathway are relieved during late pachytene or diplotene, when persistent RAD51 foci disappear from the X.
Persistent DSBs in yeast evoke specific changes in chromatin that can spread chromosome wide, such as sumoylation of H2A.Z. 94 Thus, persistent DSBs on the unsynapsed X (and Y) may be instrumental in the chromosome wide recruitment of γH2AX and ubiquitylated H2A, and other downstream DSB-repair and checkpoint factors. Together, these modifications and factors could mediate transcriptional silencing of all X-and Y-chromosomal chromatin. Alternatively, asynapsis itself may somehow specifically allow recruitment of ATR, and subsequent formation of γH2AX then triggers all downstream events that mediate silencing. In this scenario, the stalled DSB sites are not required for the initiation of MSCI, but may play a role in inhibition of synapsis.
At present it is not possible to determine whether the recruitment of ATR to XY body chromatin depends primarily on the presence of persistent DSBs, asynapsed chromosomal axes, or both. Once ATR has been recruited to the XY body chromatin, or to autosomal unsynapsed regions, the subsequent formation of γH2AX is essential for the initiation of transcriptional silencing. The accumulation of ubiquitylated H2A(X) and sumoylated chromatin components that occur downstream of γH2AX formation have been associated with transcriptional silencing in different contexts. 117, [125] [126] [127] [128] Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that γH2AX formation and transcriptional silencing of the XY chromosome pair in meiosis evolved as a specialization of a general silencing mechanism that prevents ongoing RNA transcription from a damaged template when DSB repair is ongoing or blocked. Functional analyses of the initiating events in MSUC and MSCI will reveal the complex interplay between meiotic DSB repair, chromosome synapsis and silencing of chromatin that lacks a pairing partner.
